NAMES OF FISHES IN MEUSCHEN'S INDEX TO
THE "ZOOPHYLACIUM GRONOVIANUM."
Ichthyologist, 'l'he Australian Museum, Sydney.
'rhe "Zoophylacillm Gronovianum" is a well known book on animals which was published in 1763. The Latin names given to the species described therein by L. '1'. Gronow were binary but not consistently binomial and cannot therefore be utilized in taxonomy. rn 1781 another edition of the "Zoophylaeium" appeared which was a replica of the 1763 original, but at least some copies of it possessed an excellent index in which binomial names, mostly Linnean in origin and all based on the Linnean system, were given to Gronow's genera and species by 1<' . C. Meuschen. Very few zoologists seem to have been aware of Meuschen's compilation or much argument over the Gronovian names might have been avoided. The Australian Museum is fortunate in possessing a copy of the index, as it is evidently very rare. Sherborn does not quote it in his wonderful "Index Animalium," nor is it in Dean's "Bibliography of Fishes," and, so far as I know, Meuschen's 1781 names are only in general use amongst the conchologists who are indebted to DalP for tabulating them. I am obliged to Mr. Tom Iredale for calling my attention to Meuschen's index several years ago. I am now able to offer a collation of the fish names which appeared therein and feel that these will prove important to ichthyologists generally. The mammals, reptiles, amphibia, insecta, vermes, and zoophyta claim the attention of others.
Besides giving binomial names to Gronow's species, Meuschen also indexed ordinal, family, and vernacular names but those are not considered in this paper. Re also sometimes appeared to give more than one name to a Gronovian species-number or failed to supply a number to a name, but, these discrepancies are due to obvious misprints or the use of a wrong font of type and have been rectified in the collation given below.
Several new specific names were introduced for fishes by Meuschen in 1778 and 1781 (see bibliography, infm) ; the former are indicated in the list below by an obelisk (1') and the latter by an asterisk (*). Some of these will be found to invalidate the use of later names proposed for Gronow's polynomials: Gobius albttla Meuschen is an earlier name than Gobin8 gronovi,i Gmelin for the Portuguese Man-o'-War Fish (Nomens). His, however, obviously impracticable to work out the synonymy and nomenclature of each species mentioned by Meuschen as that would involve the study of the fishes of Brazil, the East and 'IV est Indies, South Africa, and other regions. The fish names arc therefore presented here with the addition of the authorities for the species and occasional remarks of my own enclosed in brackets.
Opinion 20 of the International Commission on Zoological N omencla ture stated that Gronow's 1763 genera "are to be accepted as complying with the conditions prescribed .... . to render a name available under the Code," but the Commission later I'mspended this ruling and eliminated Gl'onow 1763 from consideration as respects its systematic names (Opinion 89).' 'rhus the genera , as well as the species of Gronow are rejected by taxonomists. Som(' of them were used by Scopoli in 1777 but others may have to date from 1781, when Meuschen used them. In the index, alternative generic names are sometimes given to a species or a group of species.
An example of this is « (jyn(EdU8 s [ eu] S parus mormyro.j,des." In cases of this kind, Mr. Iredale considers that the former genus mentioned is relegated to the synonymy of the latter, or, in the example selected, Oyn(EdU8 (Gronow) Meuschen = Sparu8 Linmeus, and many of Gronow's generic names are thus made absolute synonyms of Linnean ones. The writer, however, prefers the interpretation that' Meuschen was uncertain which of two generic names should be employed and therefore gave both as alternatives.
Little appears to have been recorded in scientific literature concerning the life of Friedr.ieh Christian Meuschen of Sax('-'Hildburghausen. He was born in 1719 and died about 1790, having -. outlived Gronow, who had been his junior. '['he index was prepared after Gronow's death, as may be deduced from the dedication in t4e third fasciculus .of the "Zoophylacium" and from the remarks of Walba urn (see bibliography). Meuschel1 appears to have written mainly on conchological subjects and evolved his own system of classifying molluscs. His writings are listed in Sherborn's "Index Animalium," the "Catalogue of the Library of the British Museum (Natural History) ," and Engelmann's "Bibliotheca." A genus of fishes has been named llf c118chenia in his honour. helena rostrata [Meuschen, var. nov.] . helena fasciat·a [Meuschen, var. nov.] .' helena punctata [Meuschen, var. nov 
